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A new edition of the ultimate and most essential guide to Doctor Who, now updated to include all twelve incarnations of the Doctor
and covering all his newest adventures from Series 8 and 9. With fascinating facts from all of space and time, as well as
information on the Doctor's helpful companions and fearsome foes, this book will tell all about the Doctor's Tardis, his
regenerations, and much, much mor
Stories have been told on every continent since the dawn of time, and some have lasted for thousands of years, becoming what
we know today as myths. These fantastical tales educate and fascinate by creating amazing worlds and inhabiting them with
wondrous feats of heroics and dastardly deeds of evil. Children's Book of Mythical Beasts and Magical Monsters gives children the
opportunity to discover these stories, and encourages them to understand storytelling from different cultures.
Details the search for the origin of a forgotten, fragmented papyrus that contained excerpts from the Gospel of Matthew
This comprehensive, accessible, and authenticated guide to Islam is essential to understanding the world's fastest-growing
religion. This essential guide to Islam covers every aspect of the Muslim faith and its history - from the life of the Prophet
Muhammad and the teachings of the Koran to Islam in the 21st century. Celebrating the scientific, literary, and artistic
achievements of the Islamic Golden Age and the ideas of philosophers and theologians across the centuries, it opens a window on
the Islamic world. Clear factual writing offers insight into terms like Sharia law, the Caliphate, and jihad; Sunni and Shia divisions;
and Sufi poetry and music. Images of Islamic art, architecture, calligraphy, and historical artefacts illustrate the articles while the
Big Ideas' trademark infographics and flowcharts explore and explain the central tenets of Islam, such as prayer, fasting, and
pilgrimage. Modern issues such as fundamentalism are discussed in context alongside the work of peaceful traditionalists,
modernizers, and women's rights campaigners, among others. Packed with inspiring quotations and bold illustrations, The Islam
Book is an invaluable source of information both for members of one of the world's major religions and readers looking for a clear
unbiased guide to the meaning of this faith.
An Exploration of the Old and New Testament for Young Readers Unlike Any You’ve Ever Seen Before! Since 2009, Minecraft
has swept the gaming world by storm. More than one hundred million games have been sold. Parents of children who play
Minecraft will love this fun, educational collection of Bible stories. With the world of Minecraft as a backdrop using vivid, full-color
screenshots, children will experience the Bible as never before. Authors Chris Miko and Garrett Romines are teachers who have
used Minecraft to create imaginative worlds in their classrooms. Now, they have created Bible stories with virtual blocks to produce
vibrant, 3-D worlds filled with adventure and astonishing imagination. With fascinating scripture and narrative simplified to teach
young readers the most powerful stories of our time, this is the perfect gift. The images created are not only of magnificent, vast
terrains often found in the Minecraft video game but also feature artfully recreated legendary characters, such as Adam and Eve,
and superb architectural design builds of the pyramids and Noah’s Ark. A range of significant biblical characters such as Jesus
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and Pharaoh are brought together in fun, colorful scenes kids will treasure. Engaging teachings from the Tower of Babel and The
Story of Abram and Lot, to name a few, are all in this book. With over 270 images, young readers will explore stories from a vast
number of Bible favorites such as The Story of Creation, The Journey of Abraham, Joseph and the Colored Dreamcoat, David and
Goliath, Moses’s Great Journey, The Birth of Jesus, The Last Supper, and many more! The Unofficial Holy Bible for Minecrafters
makes the Bible more entertaining, engaging, and accessible for children than ever!
Become an eyewitness to the history of cash and coin and get an up-close look at currency with DK Eyewitness Books: Money.
From the earliest forms of money to the intricate banking systems we have today, currency has been around for millennia, whether
made from stones and shells to the coins and paper we see today. This guide details various types of currency from both the past
and present, from the sea salt money of Ethiopia to the modern Euro. Discover where the term piggy bank came from, why
Ancient Greeks put coins in the mouths of dead people, and how coins and banknotes are made today. Available for the first time
in paperback and full of stunning, real-life photography of rare coins and unique currency, DK Eyewitness Books: Money is an
exciting look at the diverse world of money. Each revised Eyewitness book retains the stunning artwork and photography from the
groundbreaking original series, but the text has been reduced and reworked to speak more clearly to younger readers. Still on
every colorful page: vibrant annotated photographs and the integrated text-and-pictures approach that makes Eyewitness a
perennial favorite of parents, teachers, and school-age kids. Awards: 8-time National Council for the Social Studies Award Winner
4-time Society for School Librarians International Social Studies Trade Book Award Winner 2-time Oppenheim Toy Portfolio Gold
Book Award Winner A Parents' Choice Award Winner
'Jesus and the Eyewitness' argues that the four Gospels are closely based on the eyewitness testimony of those who knew Jesus.
The author challenges the assumption that the accounts of Jesus circulated as 'anonymous community traditions', asserting
instead that they were transmitted in the name of the original eyewitnesses. To drive home this controversial point, Bauckham
draws on internal literary evidence, the use of personal names in first-century Jewish Palestine, and recent developments in the
understanding of oral tradition. Jesus and the Eyewitnesses also taps into the rich resources of modern study of memory,
especially in cognitive psychology, refuting the conclusions of the form critics and calling New Testament scholarship to make a
clean break with this long-dominant tradition. Finally, Bauckham challenges readers to end the classic division between the
'historical Jesus' and the'Christ of faith', proposing instead the 'Jesus of testimony' as presented by the Gospels. Sure to ignite
heated debate on the precise character of the testimony about Jesus, Jesus and the Eyewitnesses is a groundbreaking work that
will be valued by scholars, students, and all who seek to understand the origins of the Gospels.
Photographs and text document life in Biblical times, surveying the clothing, food, and civilizations of a wide variety of cultures,
including the Israelites, Babylonians, Persians, and Romans.
Titles in this series are a popular choice for students who like to browse for information. The format is appealing, especially the use
of captioned illustrations surrounding the brief text. Art, architecture, politics, home life, work, & war are among the topics
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presented. Timeline & index. Part of the Eyewitness Books series.
Photographs and text explore the behavior and life cycles of butterflies and moths, examining mating rituals, camouflage, habitat,
and growth from pupa to larva to adult.
Shows, with solid reasons, that the Book of Revelation has a literary form, similar to the short story.
Explore the traditions, culture, and history of Islam with this stunning in-depth look at the complex world of one of the world''s
greatest religions. This guide gives a detailed look at the Qur’an and The Five Pillars of Islam and offers a list of “fascinating
facts” along witha comprehensive timeline. See styles of traditional dress for men and women, discover the story of the Mughal
emperor Babur, and find out what happens during hajj. Artifacts, sacred objects, and modern-day photographs combine to provide
the dramatic level of detail for which the Eyewitness series is known. Discover the faith, culture, and history that have shaped the
modern Islamic world
In a moving, lyrical tale about the cost and fragility of freedom, a New York Times best-selling author and an acclaimed artist follow
the life of a man who courageously shipped himself out of slavery. What have I to fear? My master broke every promise to me. I
lost my beloved wife and our dear children. All, sold South. Neither my time nor my body is mine. The breath of life is all I have to
lose. And bondage is suffocating me. Henry Brown wrote that, long before he came to be known as Box, he “entered the world a
slave.” He was put to work as a child and passed down from one generation to the next — as property. When he was an adult, his
wife and children were sold away from him out of spite. Henry Brown watched as his family left bound in chains, headed to the
deeper South. What more could be taken from him? But then hope — and help — came in the form of the Underground Railroad.
Escape! In stanzas of six lines each, each line representing one side of a box, celebrated poet Carole Boston Weatherford
powerfully narrates Henry Brown’s story of how he came to send himself in a box from slavery to freedom. Strikingly illustrated in
rich hues and patterns by artist Michele Wood, Box is augmented with historical records and an introductory excerpt from Henry’s
own writing as well as a time line, notes from the author, and a bibliography.
You may have read the stories of Noah, Esther, or Mary a hundred times...but you've never read them like this. Introducing
Eyewitness--a new personal Bible experience that helps you discover God in fresh and surprising ways. A soul-stirring illustrated
story Bible for adults and older teens. Eyewitness captures the wonder and intimacy of the people of the Bible and their
extraordinary encounters with God. Vivid first-person narratives. Eyewitness presents 39 true-to-Scripture Bible stories that bring
you face-to-face with the people in the Bible. As they tell their own firsthand accounts of encountering God, their experiences
become more real. Bible truths become more relevant. And God's love feels more vibrant and alive. Captivating artwork. Every
page features imaginative, full-color illustrations by 16 artists from around the world. It's an illustrated approach to Bible storytelling
that grabs you by the heart and kindles your spirit. Ideal for both the seasoned believer and the spiritually curious. It's designed to
make Bible stories more meaningful and relatable, no matter where you're at in your spiritual journey. See for yourself how
Eyewitness can transform the way you view the Bible and God's love. Perfect for gift-giving at Christmas, Easter, birthdays, and
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anytime in between!
Looks at basic teachings, practices of world faiths, philosophy, and more, and delves into the meaning and purpose of life. This
book promotes understanding, tolerance, and respect for people whatever they believe.
A brand new paperback look to an award-winning series. Each title has been completely revised and updated with the inclusion of
eight new pages and more photographs. Integration of words and pictures enables readers of different ages and abilities to access
information Each book includes over 250 photographs and 60 illustrations Includes a new eight-page section with suggestions for
further research and quick-reference information Stunning new jacket designs
This is the tragic story of the Titanic, the biggest and most luxurious ocean liner the world had ever seen, which sank on her maiden voyage
in April 1912. Beautiful, double-page illustrations with amazing cross-sections and cutaway details explain the construction and mechanical
details of this gigantic ship and reveal life onboard for passengers and crew. Each new illustration reveals different aspects of life in the early
20th century, and the text highlights hidden details for you to spot. As you follow the pictorial story of this world-famous liner, you will discover
how she was built and equipped, what kind of passengers and crew she carried, and what facilities she offered onboard. You will also find out
how she struck an iceberg and met with disaster,why she sank so quickly, how many people were saved, and how many lives were lost. You
can compare the differences between the Titanic's passengers-from the first-class millionaires to the third-class emigrants-and find out how
they dressed, where they ate and slept, and what they did to amuse themselves during the voyage. You can also take a closer look at some
of the passengers and crew,and follow their different fates from the exciting start of the voyage to its tragic end.
Whether it's the creation of the world, the fertility of the land, or a history of its people, each culture has its own mythology: a collection of
stories that explain the world as it relates to them and that has been passed down through the generati
Explore 13 billion years of history in the comfort of your own home! Journey through time and discover how some of the world's greatest
events unfolded. From the Big Bang all the way through to the digital age, this incredible visual encyclopedia for children shows you just
about everything that has ever happened in history. Witness history come alive as you travel through more than 130 stunning timelines.
Packed with fantastic photographs and illustrations, along with informative text and fun facts. The history book covers the rise and fall of
empires to ground-breaking scientific breakthroughs and inventions that changed our lives. This educational book is an imaginative way of
illustrating world history for children age 8 and over. Throughout the pages, your child will get to meet the most bloodthirsty pirates of all time
and discover what happened during the storming of the Bastille. It's a fantastic book for young readers with a natural curiosity about history
around the world. Find your place in the world and understand where you fit in. Whether you want to discover the history of cinema, fashion,
aviation, or espionage. There is something for everyone in this glorious guide through global history! The History of Everything... Ever! This
fascinating reference book tells the story of a diverse range of subjects throughout history in an easily digested graphic format! After your kids
dive into this book, you'll never hear them use the words "history" and "boring" in the same sentence again. Take a trip back in time! This
history book covers the following eras: - Prehistory: Before 3000 BCE - The Ancient World: 3000 BCE - 500 CE - The Medieval World: 500 1450 - The Age of Exploration: 1450 - 1750 - The Age of Revolution: 1750 - 1914 - The Modern World: After 1914
From majestic bald eagles to nocturnal owls, meet the top aerial predators in DK Eyewitness Books: Eagles & Birds of Prey. See how raptors
fly and hunt using their incredible speed and vision to take down their prey. Explore these birds' deep history, unique biology, and the
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different habitats they live in with DK Eyewitness Books: Eagles & Birds of Prey. Follow the life of a bird of prey, from egg to fluffy chick to full
adulthood. Learn how fast a peregrine falcon can fly or how ospreys dive for fish on the water's surface. Find out how their hollow bones and
extraordinary feathers and wings determine how fast and far different types of birds can fly. From forests to deserts, birds of prey thrive and
survive in a wide range of environments because of their ability to adapt to the world around them. Discover all the things both big and small
that make raptors unique in DK Eyewitness Books: Eagles & Birds of Prey. Each revised Eyewitness book retains the stunning artwork and
photography from the groundbreaking original series, but the text has been reduced and reworked to speak more clearly to younger readers.
Still on every colorful page: vibrant annotated photographs and the integrated text-and-pictures approach that makes Eyewitness a perennial
favorite of parents, teachers, and school-age kids.
DK Eyewitness Books: Religion is a revealing and enlightening guide to the religions of the world. Superb color photographs give the reader
"eyewitness" insight into the beliefs of different religions and into the lives of their founders and followers. See a Passover meal, a lama's
headdress, the Wheel of Existence, a picture of Christ's Crucifixion, a Buddhist monk, and a shaman's mask. Learn why Buddhists meditate,
who Mahavira was, what the five pillars of Islam are, what the Tao is, why Sikhs wear turbans, and what Confucius taught. Discover the
meaning of the Yin-Yang symbol, why Zoroastrians worship in fire temples, the role of ancestors in primal religions, why Christians celebrate
Holy Communion, what a Bar Mitzvah is, why the god Ganesh has the head of an elephant, and much, much more. Discover the teachings,
history, beliefs, and practices of the world's organized faiths in Eyewitness: Religion.
Help your child learn about trains with this fact-packed guide, giant wallchart, interactive clip-art CD and dedicated website. From the
incredible train that has no wheels to the world's great subway systems; let your child discover the amazing story of trains- from the days of
steam to the high-speed marvels of today and the future. They'll discover more about trains by downloading 100s of amazing images from the
clip-art CD. Then use the giant pull-out wallchart to decorate their room. Great for projects or just for fun, ensure your child learns everything
they need to know about trains. With dedicated website www.ew.dk.com.
History’s final chapter will be written in Jerusalem. When an Iranian president thunders a murderous threat or an obscure Turkish drunkard
has a dream in Mecca or a Jewish couple from Brooklyn lands at Tel Aviv’s Ben Gurion airport, these events might seem disconnected. But
they’re not. In Dateline Jerusalem, CBN News correspondent Chris Mitchell connects the dots and unveils Jerusalem as the epicenter and
crossroads of the spiritual, political, and, yes, supernatural worlds. For thousands of years, Jerusalem’s powerful draw has always
transcended simple economics, military strategy, and religious affiliation. In our own time, as the Arab Spring threatens to become an Islamic
Winter, one commentator warns: “The Arab Spring doesn’t lead to democracy, it leads to Jerusalem.” Indeed, the fragile peace of Israel is in
new peril as violent Islamic factions vie for control of surrounding nations. Yet Muslims are converting to Christianity in record numbers.
Dateline Jerusalem untangles and chronicles all this through the riveting narrative of a Christian reporter in the upheaval of the modern Fertile
Crescent. We live in a world where we cannot afford to be ill informed. What happens in the strategic Middle East, Israel, and Jerusalem is
critical. It matters to you. Today’s news might focus on Washington, New York, London, or Moscow, but history’s final chapter will be written
in Jerusalem. Chris Mitchell’s firsthand experiences and reporting uniquely qualify him to expound on and explain the major trends and
developments sweeping the Middle East and affecting the world. Mitchell has served as the bureau chief for CBN News since August 2000.
The DK Eyewitness Jerusalem, Israel, Petra & Sinai Travel Guide will lead you straight to the best attractions the country has to offer. From
the green hills and sun-drenched coast of Galilee to the sacred sites of Jerusalem's Old City, the dramatic desert of Wadi Rum to the vibrant
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reefs of Dahab; this guide provides all the insider tips every visitor needs. The DK Eyewitness Jerusalem, Israel, Petra & Sinai Travel Guide
includes comprehensive listings of the best hotels, restaurants, shops and nightlife for all budgets, and detailed street maps to help you get
around. It's also fully illustrated, covering all the major areas, with floorplans of all the must-see sites. The DK Eyewitness Jerusalem, Israel,
Petra & Sinai Travel Guide explores the culture, history and architecture, not missing the best in entertainment, shopping, tours and scenic
walks, in this unique country. DK Eyewitness Jerusalem, Israel, Petra & Sinai Travel Guide - showing you what others only tell you.

The story of the bus--and the passengers who changed history. Like all buses in Montgomery, Alabama, in the 1950s, bus #2857
was segregated: white passengers sat in the front and black passengers sat in the back. Bus #2857 was an ordinary public bus
until a woman named Rosa Parks, who had just put in a long day as a seamstress, refused to give up her seat to a white
passenger. Her arrest sparked the Montgomery Bus Boycott, a major event in the Civil Rights moment, led by a young minister
named Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. For 382 days, black passengers chose to walk rather than ride the buses in Montgomery. From
the streets of Montgomery to its present home in the Henry Ford Museum, here is the remarkable story, a recipient of the Crystal
Kite Award, of a bus and the passengers who changed history.
Knowing the Land helps us understand the Book in new and vivid ways. Charles Dyer, a Bible scholar and licensed tour guide for
Israel, and Greg Hatteberg, graduate of the Institute of Holy Land Studies in Jerusalem, created this reference guide for pilgrims
who want to deepen the spiritual impact of their trip to Israel, as well as other travelers who just want to know more: Where did
Jesus walk? Where is King David buried? Where is Mt. Sinai? You¿ll find detailed information about five key Bible lands: Israel,
Egypt, Greece, Jordan, and Turkey. This guide includes a full color 32-page photo insert, practical tips for travelers, a 4-week
prayer guide for preparing for your trip, and detailed maps and an outline of Bible history. With The New Christian Traveler¿s
Guide to the Holy Land, you¿ll see the Bible through a new set of geographical lenses.
Eyewitness to Promise is an in-depth Bible study in workbook format. The study takes readers on a ten-week journey with
Abraham as eyewitnesses to God s active presence as He provides for Abraham a future. Subtitle: Developing Unwavering Faith"
Describes many familiar inventions, foods, customs, tools, toys and games, fasions, and more that originated in ancient Egypt.
Visit the Holy Land, wherever you might be—with this beautifully illustrated guide to the history, culture, geography, and key sites of
Bible places. Now available in a handy, pocket-size edition, this “readable reference” transports you to the land where Abraham,
David, and Jesus lived, explaining the what, when, where, and why of their stories—and many, many more. The Holy Land
identifies nearly twelve dozen key locales, providing details on their history, setting, and importance. Fully illustrated in color, with
helpful maps and intriguing sidebars, The Holy Land is great prep for those visiting the Middle East—and an equally great read for
“armchair travelers” who want to better understand the Bible story.
The world's most trusted nonfiction series is now available with a CD of clipart included in the hardcover edition that compliments a
fact-filled title full of spectacular photographs and illustrations.
DK Eyewitness Books: Bible LandsKids Play
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Welcome to the museum! Here you will find a collection of objects from ancient civilisations. Objects of beauty, objects of
functionality, objects of war, objects of life, and objects of death and burial. As you wander from room to room, explore the
magnificence of what civilisations have left behind over thousands of years of human history.
"A masterpiece of contemporary Bible translation and commentary."—Los Angeles Times Book Review, Best Books of 1999 Acclaimed for its
masterful new translation and insightful commentary, The David Story is a fresh, vivid rendition of one of the great works in Western literature.
Robert Alter's brilliant translation gives us David, the beautiful, musical hero who slays Goliath and, through his struggles with Saul, advances
to the kingship of Israel. But this David is also fully human: an ambitious, calculating man who navigates his life's course with a flawed moral
vision. The consequences for him, his family, and his nation are tragic and bloody. Historical personage and full-blooded imagining, David is
the creation of a literary artist comparable to the Shakespeare of the history plays.
Explores the faith of Judaism, from its origins to its role in the twenty-first century.
From hurricanes to droughts - be an eyewitness to Mother Nature's work with DK Eyewitness Books: Weather. Discover everything from why
deserts are dry to what makes raindrops grow and how to put together your own weather forecast in Eyewitness: Weather.
From the early ancestors of the middle stone ages to the Greeks and Romans in 40 BCE, countless civilizations and people have lived in the
eastern Mediterranean area known as the Bible Lands. Discover the story of the Holy Lands and the people who lived there before the time of
Christ in DK Eyewitness Books: Bible Lands, now available in paperback for the first time. Learn what kind of jewelry and pottery the
Canaanites traded with Egypt and see armor from ancient Assyria. Explore the different gods and goddesses each civilization worshiped,
how the people of the Bible Lands defended their cities, and more in DK Eyewitness Books: Bible Lands. Each revised Eyewitness book
retains the stunning artwork and photography from the groundbreaking original series, but the text has been reduced and reworked to speak
more clearly to younger readers. Still on every colorful page: Vibrant annotated photographs and the integrated text-and-pictures approach
that make Eyewitness a perennial favorite of parents, teachers, and school-age kids. Awards: 8-time National Council for the Social Studies
Award Winner 4-time Society for School Librarians International Social Studies Trade Book Award Winner 2-time Oppenheim Toy Portfolio
Gold Book Award Winner A Parents' Choice Award Winner
A look at the culture of North American Indian tribes focuses on their clothing, pottery, weapons, masks, baskets, and carvings.
Text, exploded view photographs, and labels reveal everyday objects and their parts, including the telephone, camera, and bicycle.
In "Eyewitness: Titanic" young readers will discover the triumphs and tragedies of this "unsinkable" luxury liner. Detailed images and text
highlight all aspects of this fateful journey including how the ship was built and equipped, what kind of pass
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